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[ON-SCREEN HEADLINE: Breaking Overnight; Stunning Resignation]

HODA KOTB: Breaking overnight, stunning resignation. New Zealand's trailblazing prime
minister revealed she is stepping down.

NEW ZEALAND PM JACINDA ARDERN: I know what this job takes, and I know that I no
longer have enough in the tank to do it justice.

KOTB: Inside the emotional announcement and the reaction just ahead.
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[ON-SCREEN HEADLINE: New Zealand Prime Minister Resigns]

KOTB: Breaking overnight, a surprise resignation and it’s making worldwide headlines. Jacinda
Arden became history when she became prime minister of New Zealand at age of 37, but after
holding the position for more than five years, she now says it's her time to step down. NBC's
Kelly Cobiella has that story. Hey, Kelly, good morning.

KELLY COBIELLA: Hi, good morning to you. Yeah, surprising and emotional announcement
from Jacinda Arden overnight. She said she's given all she can for as long as she can. Choking
back tears, Jacinda Ardern said she's stepping down.

ARDERN: I’m announcing I will not be seeking re-election and that my term as prime minister
will conclude no alter than the seventh of February. [SCREEN WIPE] I know what this job takes
and I know that I no longer have enough in the tank to do it justice.

COBIELLA: Ardern was the world's youngest head of government at age of 37 when she was
elected in 2017 and only the second world leader to give birth while in office, taking her daughter
to the United Nations General Assembly, determined to prove a new mom can lead a country.

ARDERN [on NBC’s Today, 04/17/18]: Women multi-task every single day. [SCREEN WIPE]
Can I be a prime minister and a mother? Absolutely.

COBIELLA: Ardern won praise for her compassion and quick action, hugging families and
banning assault weapons after a white supremacist gunman killed 51 people at two mosques.
Locking down the country at the start of the COVID pandemic, telling Savannah and Hoda about



her way of leading.

HOTB [on NBC’s Today, 09/25/18]: You talk about — I thought it was interesting — kindness
in government. Usually you don't see those two things together. When I hear you talk about your
family, I sort of get it, but explain that.

ARDERN [on NBC’s Today, 09/25/18]: Yeah. I — I don't think there's one rule book for
leadership.

HOTB [on NBC’s Today, 09/25/18]: Yeah.

ARDERN [on NBC’s Today, 09/25/18]: And I really rebel against this idea that politics has to be
a place full of — full of ego.

COBIELLA: As late as December, still hitting back on questions of age and gender during a
summit with the Finnish prime minister.

NEW ZEALAND JOURNALIST: A lot will be wondering are you two meeting because, you
know, you're similar in age and, you know, got a lot of common stuff there, you know —

[SCREEN WIPE] 

ARDERN: Because two women meet, it's not simply because of the gender.

COBIELLA: She says she's looking forward to taking her daughter to school and finally marrying
her partner. As for a legacy —

ARDERN: I hope in return I leave behind a belief that you can be kind but strong. Empathetic
but decisive, that you can be your own kind of leader, one that knows when it's time to go.

KOTB: Wow. Well, Kelly, she has obviously been admired worldwide throughout her political
career, but I was reading she was facing a bit of a decline in her popularity in New Zealand.

COBIELLA: Yeah, Hoda, she and her party won a landslide victory back in 2020 based on their
response to the COVID pandemic. But, in the past few months, she's seen a really rapid decline
in her popularity. Her — she and her party are down in the 30s if not below. And that's because
of concerns over the economy, concerns over crime, the cost of living. Now, she said that — she
told the BBC last year that that's sort of the price she and her party paid for keeping people safe
from COVID-19. And she said overnight, poll numbers are not the reason she's stepping down.
She said she still believes her party can win in the fall. They simply need a fresh set of shoulders
to carry them there. Hoda.

KOTB: Yeah, she had a special touch. Alright, Kelly Cobiella for us, thank you.


